Updated North Campus Schemes
Transit Spine

Local Route:
- At full build-out, 7 stops serve the length of the campus within a 3-5 minute walk
Transit Spine

Express Route:
- 3 stops in major centers allow easy access between academic functions
Athletics

Short-term:
- Clustered North of Arroyo
- Axis to Pulpit Rock
- Arena, gathering plaza, soccer and track stadium, two practice fields, baseball and softball stadiums

* All schemes are conceptual and represent a long-term full build out. Additional parking may need to be provided, particularly in the short term.
Athletics

Long-term:
- Arena expanded to accommodate natatorium
- Practice field converted to field house
- Second practice field located east of the arroyo

* All schemes are conceptual and represent a long-term full build out. Additional parking may need to be provided, particularly in the short term.
North Nevada

Short-term:
- Visual and performing arts adjacent to underpass
- Soccer and baseball field maintained
- Cluster of academic and research facilities west of the spine
- Campus green established
- Transit spine and pedestrian spine run next to one another

* All schemes are conceptual and represent a long-term full build out. Additional parking may need to be provided, particularly in the short term.
North Nevada

Long-term:
- Housing village east of the spine
- Extension of campus green
- Additional academic adjacent to VAPA

* All schemes are conceptual and represent a long-term full build out. Additional parking may need to be provided, particularly in the short term.

Capacity and Design Studies
North Nevada

Alternative Organization:
- Academic/research functions along N. Nevada and the campus green
- Housing further south along the spine
- Pedestrian spine runs parallel but separate from the transit spine

* All schemes are conceptual and represent a long-term full build out. Additional parking may need to be provided, particularly in the short term.
Alpine Village

- Academic quad oriented towards Pikes Peak adjacent to existing Alpine Village
- Parking garage in topographic depression near rec renter
- New housing villages with courtyards framing specific views along the arroyo
- Separate transit and pedestrian spine routes

* All schemes are conceptual and represent a long-term full build out. Additional parking may need to be provided, particularly in the short term.
Alpine Village

- Alpine Village expanded to accommodate two more housing villages
- Academic uses step down the spine adjacent to the arroyos
- Separate transit and pedestrian spine routes

* All schemes are conceptual and represent a long-term full build out. Additional parking may need to be provided, particularly in the short term.
North Campus Initial Preferred Scheme

* All schemes are conceptual and represent a long-term full build out. Additional parking may need to be provided, particularly in the short term.